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Chapter 1. Introduction
The CyberSAGE (Cyber Security Argument Graph Evaluation) tool produces security
argument graphs and quantitative security assessment metrics to support the holistic
security assessment of critical infrastructure systems. A security argument graph is a
graphical-form formalism that puts together various security-relevant pieces of information to
reason about the security level of a target system.
CyberSAGE is developed at ADSC (Advanced Digital Sciences Center), a Singapore-based
research center under UIUC (University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign).

1.1 Scope of the document
The document serves as a ``Getting-Started Guide`` for the CyberSAGE tool. The document
is intended to be used as a guide by the CyberSAGE tool user and contains detailed
information about the tool installation, un-installation, dependencies, system requirements,
step-by-step operations, customizations, etc.

1.2 Intended audience
The intended audience list of this quick start guide includes, but is not limited to, security
practitioners who are interested in evaluating the security level of their system via
CyberSAGE, research professionals interested in studying the formalisms of our proposed
methodologies, or other IT professionals who may wish to study the tools rich feature sets.
This manual will help all of CyberSAGE’s stakeholders bootstrap the process of using the
tool effectively.

1.3 CyberSAGE License
Illinois at Singapore Pte, Ltd and its Advanced Digital Sciences Center, a private limited
company organized and existing under the laws of Singapore and The Agency for Science
Technology and Research (A*STAR), a body corporate established under the Agency for
Science, Technology and Research Act in Singapore are the joint owners of the CyberSAGE
Software. A*STAR authorizes the Illinois Pte, acting through its agent, the University of
Illinois’ Office of Technology Management at Urbana-Champaign (OTM) to grant a
non-exclusive, royalty-free, non-transferable, and restricted license to academic developers,
subject to the compliance with the terms and conditions of the associated agreement.

Chapter 2 . Installation and Configuration
The following sections describe the CyberSAGE software in greater details.

2.1 System Overview
CyberSAGE modelling tool is able to process various heterogeneous pieces of information
about a system (e.g., industrial control system) such as its business processes, network
infrastructure, adversary models and use this information to argue about the security level of
the system. This enables a security analyst / practitioner to make intelligent decisions in
order to protect the system which are under constant attacks by adversaries.
CyberSAGE provides the flexibility to create all the models within the tool itself. In future
versions of the tool, we expect that models in .xml format created using other tools (Modellio
for business process modelling, Microsoft Visio for network modelling, etc) will also be
supported. The backbone of the reasoning system implemented in CyberSAGE is a flexible
rules engine. The rules engine allows advanced users to expand on the default capabilities
of the tool. For example an advanced user may change the device properties (add new
intrusion detection system protection) thus reducing the chance of it being attacked.

2.2 System Requirements
CyberSAGE Version 1.1 is a platform independent application and it has been tested in
WINDOWS-7, Linux and Mac. Please use the windows applicable installer or the platform
independent compressed bundle file according to the Operating System/Platform as
explained below.
Release Bundle

File Name

Windows Installer

CyberSAGE-1.1.0.0.msi

Platform
Independent
Compressed
Bundle

CyberSAGE-1.1.0.0.tar.gz

Operating
System

Java Version

●

Windows

Java 7 or above

●
●
●
●

Linux
Ubuntu
Macintosh
Windows

Java 7 or above

Table 2.1 : Installation Options

2.3 System Installation
CyberSAGE is available for download from the project wesbite at
https://www.illinois.adsc.com.sg/cybersage/index.html . A prospective user will need to fill in
a request and send it to the CyberSAGE project team. Once validated a download link will
be made available to the user via the email supplied in the requesting form.
For different users, the installation steps are different for new user and old Please read
Appendix III---Installation Guide before setup CyberSAGE 1.1.0.0.

2.3.1 Platform Independent Installation :
Platform independent compressed bundle can be installed in any Operating System
including Linux and Mac by following below steps.

01.
02.
03.

Download the Platform Independent Installation Bundle
Move the compressed file to the installation folder

Extract the compressed file. If you download the CyberSAGE version 1.1,
extracted folder should at least contain two folders ( CSProject and log) with the
executable JAR file ( CyberSAGE.jar )

04.

To run the CyberSAGE application execute the the below command in the
console.
   $ Java -jar CyberSAGE.jar

2.3.2 Windows Installation :
First time installation of CyberSAGE has only 3 easy steps as explained below. ‘IF’ a
different version of CyberSAGE is already present in the system, please make sure to
uninstall it before initiating the new installation or you can let the installer to decide on how to
replace the existing files.
Step 1 : Below screenshot shows the first step of the installation wizard. Press Next > to go
to the next window of the wizard.

Figure 2-1 : Step 1 of the Installation Wizard

Step 2 : As given in the below instruction, Installation folder should be given in the Folder
Text Field.

Figure 2-2 : Step 2 of the Installation Wizard

Step 3 : Press Install Button to begin the Installation of The CyberSAGE.

Figure 2-3 : Step 2 of the Installation Wizard

CyberSAGE windows installer will copy all the system files into the installation folder and
icons will be created in the desktop and the program menu. CSProject folder will be created
in the first launch of the CyberSAGE and the two sample projects will be copied to the same.
CSProject/log folder will contain the project specific properties to store the working project
path and the log files.
After the installation program menu will contain 2 links along with the CyberSAGE launcher
as below. User can easily uninstall the CyberSAGE via the “Uninstall” menu option.

Please note that the uninstallation will remove only the installed program folders, files and
icons. However, it will not remove any project files and related models. Therefore, user has
to remove them manually or install a new CyberSAGE version to reuse them. See section
2.3 and 2.4 for more details regarding the same.

2.3.4 Welcome to CyberSAGE :
The first time CyberSAGE launches it displays a welcome screen giving useful hints to help
the user get started.

Figure 2-4 CyberSAGE welcome screen

2.4 Configuration Details
The first time CyberSAGE is launched on a system it creates a couple of folders in the users
home directory namely
i) $USER_HOME/CSProject directory to store the input and output models.
ii) $USER_HOME/CSProject/log directory for storing log files.
where $USER_HOME is the placeholder for the users home directory. For example on a
typical windows system the $USER_HOME would evaluate to
``C:\Users\<user_name>``.The sections 2.4 and chapter 4 discuss i) and ii) in more detail.
The user does have the option to change the above directories via the Settings -> Change
Project Settings option from the Menu bar.

 Figure 2-5 CyberSAGE Settings Panel
In order to control the layout of the output models CyberSAGE makes use of a specialized
graph layouting and optimization engine called `DOT` provided by the Graphviz library [3].
The DOT algorithm draws directed graphs as hierarchies. We discuss more about graph
generation in Section 3.3.
For protecting confidential data, CyberSAGE supports user setting local server for
calculation. Please read Appendix I to get installation details.

2.5 Preferences
The User can change the operation preferences in the Preferences window at Settings ->
Preferences. Currently It has only one sections to select the Docking Tool Preferences
respectively.

Figure 2-6 CyberSAGE Settings Panel

CyberSAGE provides dockable and floatable panels to improve user operations. When the
Auto docking mode is enabled, system check each user operations in the middle canvas and
display the most relevant panel as side panels. When the Auto Hide mode is enabled,
system hide all the dock panels when the user click on the canvas.

2.6 CyberSAGE Models
CyberSAGE stores the input and output models on the local file system. The input models
comprise of the workflow files, system topology files and the adversary model files. The
workflow file describes the business process activity, the system topology file describes the
network infrastructure information while the adversary model describes the attacker details.
CyberSAGE internally represents each of the above in an xml structure.
The default location of the model files is $USER_HOME/CSProject. When CyberSAGE is
run for the first time it sets up the directory structure with sample projects for the models out
of the box. User can create new projects and the default project tree structure will be
generated as shown below.

Figure 2-7 CyberSAGE default directory structure

2.6.1 The legend of the Project Directories :
: This folder holds all the default project files related to Mal Activity
Mode. If this folder structure is not available in the configured project
path($USER_HOME/CSProject), It will be newly created by the system automatically.
``Project_MALActivity/1.Mal Activity`` : contains the input mal activity model files
-``<Any Project>/2. System``
: contains the input system model files
-``<Any Project>/3. Attacker``
: contains the input adversary model files
-``<Any Project>/4. Rules Engine`` : by default it contains only one rule file ( As shown in
Figure 2-7 above as Rules.xml) which are the extension templates controlling the way the
assessment graph is generated. The rules file are created based on the extension templates
we describe in our graph generation papers and their related tech reports [5].The user is
allowed to change these extension template files to adapt to the local execution
environment.
-``<Any Project>/5.Argument Graph`` : contains the results of the assessment
“Project_MALActivity”

-``<Any Project>/6. Meta Resources`` : contains a set of xml files (MetaProperty.xml,
MappingRecord.xml, GSAProperty.xml & AttackerProperty.xml) which are used to initialize
the CyberSAGE models. These are configurable via various editors within CyberSAGE, thus
providing a flexible way to improve upon the default capabilities of the tool. CyberSAGE also
ships with a library of general purpose icons/images kept here so that a user may adapt
icons to his own needs. The user may alternatively make his own icons and drag drop here .
These will be automatically resized and processed correctly by CyberSAGE when the user
changes icons or adds new icons for the various CyberSAGE components .
NOTE : It is advisable to never delete these system files directly from the disk but let
CyberSAGE take care of deleting and cleaning from within the application itself ( In
CyberSAGE select a model by clicking on the left navigation tree and press the ``Delete``
key on the keyboard to delete the model from the navigation tree and the project workspace
on the disk).

Chapter 3. Basic Use of CyberSAGE
The following sections will detail the steps to run an evaluation using CyberSAGE. For first
time users of the tool the easiest option would be to jump to section 3.1 , download the
sample input models, run an evaluation and see the results. Detailed descriptions on how to
create the models within CyberSAGE itself and outlined in sections 3.2 & 3.3.

3.1 Getting Started
New CyberSAGE Projects can be created by the “New Project” sub menu item under the
File menu as shown in the Figure 3-1. New Project action will create the basic folder
structure of the project with the project file (project.cs) and the extension template files.

Figure 3-1 : The menu item (Left) to create a new CyberSAGE project with the project structure (Right)

First time users of CyberSAGE can quickly play with the copies of sample projects as basic
tutorial guides. Sample projects will be delivered with the binary executables or they can be
manually downloaded from https://www.illinois.adsc.com.sg/cybersage/, which contains all
the input models in a zipped format. Upon download these can be directly imported into the
CyberSAGE tool via the Menu -> Import Project options of the menu bar. The models will be
automatically unzipped and loaded into the project workspace.

Figure 3-2 : Menu item (Left) to import a project

Upon browsing to the location of the stored sample project and clicking ok we see an
updated project navigation tree within CyberSAGE as shown above.
All CyberSAGE projects are associated with a project file in the project folder and its name
should be ‘project.cs’. The “Open Project” menu item can be used to switch between
CyberSAGE projects by selecting the project file. The name of the CyberSAGE project will
be determined by the name of the project folder. Similarly, the “New File” menu item can be
used to create new files by selecting one of three file types as below.

Figure 3-3 : New File Type Selection Dialog Box
As seen from the above figure, all the input models have been successfully loaded into the
project tree. Click on any model in the project tree to see the graphical canvas being
updated. Single click on each of the model files except the Rules file to load them into the
drawing canvas.

3.2 Input Models
The various pieces of diverse information such as business processes, network topology
and adversary information will be represented by CyberSAGE as input models. These will be
used to initialize the graph generation engine. Let us discuss each of these models in the
following sections.

3.2.1 Workflow Modelling
Workflows describe the business processes of a system. They represent a series of activity
that need to be performed for the accomplishment of a given task. More complicated
workflows with non sequential execution interactions are also supported by CyberSAGE.
Description of an actual security threat can be written in a title text box at the top of the
workflow as shown in the below screenshot of a sample workflow. This helps the reader to
interpret a real scenario behind the workflow and its key attack teps. Please note that the
title text box is an optional item and it will not be considered in the evaluation.

Figure 3-4 : Sample workflow model

3.2.2 System Modelling
A system model describes all the components of the proposed system under study. It is
similar in concept to the network diagram of the system. CyberSAGE allows such models to
be created within the application itself using specialized editors. The model included in the
default project shows interactions between an abstracted set of components typically found
in a smart grid environment.

Figure 3-5 : Sample system model
Single clicking on any of the components of the system model will trigger the property sheet
editor which allows user to change any of the default specified values.

Figure 3-6 : Property sheet editor to update properties for device components

3.2.4 Property Linkage
When the system topology grows, the number of devices and properties grows too. As a
result it becomes difficult and time-consuming to add device property values and manage
them. However, in a system topology there can be device types that are related to each
other. They may share same property values. Therefore CyberSAGE property linkage
feature is added in the version 1.1, to link related device property values into one property
group to manage them easily.
The property linkage dialog box is available in the Main Manu -> Settings -> Linkage
Settings menu option as below.

Figure 3-7 : Menu item to open the property linkage dialog box

Figure 3-8 : Linkage Settings dialog box

As shown above the device property linkage window has three sections. Rightmost panel
contains the list of all the device types and the leftmost panel contains their device
properties. When a device type is selected, their respective device properties are listed in
the left panel. The two tabs in the middle are provided to manage the property groups. First
Tab ( “Link Groups”) list down all the property groups and a right click menu items are
provided to add, edit or delete property link groups. You can either double click on a link
group or select the edit menu item to edit the group contents in the “Edit Groups” tab as
shown below.

Figure 3-9 : Link group right click menu

Figure 3-10 : Edit property groups tab panel in the property linkage window

Use the Left Button
Button

to add the selected properties with the device types. Use Right

to add device type only without the property (NOTE: You can replace the

property names using the right click menu item
in the
property panel). Make sure to press “Save” button before closing the dialog box.
There are three options in the right click menu item of the “Edit Group tab”. Firstly the “Clear
Linkage Selection” remove the row selections in the table. “Select All” option is just to select
all the records at once. If you want to delete one or more records, select the records and
use the “Delete” option.
The selected property, and its device type is shown in the first two columns. You must select
at least one property group as the base property, using the radio buttons at the Base
Column.
Property value fields in the system devices will be disable if the below two condition met.
Condition 1 : Defined in at least one property group AND
Condition 2 : Not selected as the base property that group
When a base property value changes, it will be copied to all the other (disabled) linked
property values immediately as shown in the below screenshot.

Figure 3-11 : Base property value copied to all the linked properties in the linked group

3.2.3 Attacker Modelling
Compared to the well-defined workflow and system models, CyberSAGE adversary models
are less complex. In CyberSAGE we define an attacker from the perspective of the amount
of resources (manpower, money) , level of access (physical access or network access to
systems) and the skillset (hacking capabilities) possessed by the attacker. We use this
information to argue whether the devices in the system under study can be compromised by
this particular attacker or not. We include sample models in our default project, one of a
powerful attacker and the other of a weak attacker.

Figure 3-12 : Sample attacker model

Single clicking on any of the axis of the attacker model will trigger the property sheet editor
which allows user to change any of the default specified values. There are 4 attacker profile
dimensions as shown in the above radar chart.
01. Skills : Various attacker skills required to perform a successful attack is modeled
under the Skills Dimension. As shown in the below property panel there are 9 skills
types in Two categories.
02. Access : This includes two profile properties such as Physical Access level and the
Logical Access Level. User can define the level by one of the three level types (LOW,
MEDIUM and HIGH) using the given drop down box.
03. Resources : There are various attacker resources such as Manpower and Arrival
Rate, required to perform a successful attack is modeled under the Resources
Dimension.
04. Intention : This dimension models the intention of the attacker based on three
decimal property values correspond to Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability.

Figure 3-13 : Property sheet editor to update the skills capabilities of the adversary

For each dimension, there are multiple properties. As shown in Figure 3-8, there are 9
properties in “Skill” dimension. Some property value type is numeric, its value will be directly
used in evaluation. But some property value is drop-down menu, user may choose
“High/Medium/Low” or “True/False” or “Yes/No”. For this type of property value, system will
map them to specific value or user could define the mapping at Graph Generation Rule. For
example, if value is “True/False” or “Yes/No”, system map it to “1/0” defaultly . But for
“High/Medium/Low”, user can manually define value in rules as shown in Figure 3-9.

Figure 3-14 : Attack property value mapping

As can be seen in Figure 3-9, “High” is mapped to 0.97, “Low” is mapped to 0.55 and
“Medium” is mapped to “0.7”. If user selects “High” as the value of “IT Skill” property, 0.97

will be used in evaluation. If needed these values can be configured in the rule files to better
suit an analyst's expertise.

3.3 Graph Generation Rules
In CyberSAGE, the chance that each of attack steps will succeed depend on the
vulnerabilities of the device being exploited, mitigations implemented on the device and also
on the threat agent’s skill to exploit these vulnerabilities. The success probability of individual
attack steps are then combined over our security argument graph according to the logical
OR / AND relationships among them. In CyberSAGE we implement a configurable rule file
which combines vulnerability, mitigation and attacker information to argue about the chance
for an attack to succeed.

Figure 3-15 :Default CyberSAGE Rules.xml file

CyberSAGE ships with a default Rule.xml file under the left project panel. Each rule
corresponds to one attack step in the mal activity diagram. A rule is matched to an attack
step by the Rule Name. In Figure 3-9 , “Physical Access” is a rule and it could be used as
an attacker step in malactivity model. We use the “Physical Access” rule to demonstrate the
way these heterogeneous pieces of information are meaningfully combined by CyberSAGE.
“Physical Access” rule determines the chance that the attacker will be able to succeed in
having physical access to the device under consideration. For example if a device does not
implement
physical
access
constraints
(VULNERABILITY_PHYSICAL_ACCESS_OBTAINED_BY_UNAUTHORIZED_INDIVIDUAL
S ) i.e no safe locking of critical assets or allows credentials to be easily obtained
(VULNERABILITY_EASY_TO_OBTAIN_SYSTEM_CREDENTIALS) i.e credentials written
on a piece of paper on the clipboard near the server then an attacker who has physical
access to the device can exploit these vulnerabilities. Implementing mitigations will help
reduce the chance of these vulnerabilities being exploited and thus reduce the overall
chance for the attack to succeed.
Calculating the success probability of a single attack step. We first present the
quantitative relationship captured in our example extension templates, which describes how
to calculate the success probability of an individual attack step based on various relevant
factors, including the set of vulnerabilities that can be exploited for launching the attack step,
and for each vulnerability, the set of relevant attacker properties and the set of relevant
mitigations. To simplify the definition of the quantitative relationship, we make the a number
of assumptions in our example extension templates, as detailed below:

●

An attack step can be successfully launched by exploiting any one of the relevant
vulnerabilities, and these vulnerabilities are independent from each other. Denote the
relevant set of vulnerabilities as
With our assumption, we have:

where
is the probability for the attack step to succeed, and
is the probability
that the attacker exploits a specific vulnerability
and successfully execute
the attack step.
●

●

The probability
for each individual vulnerability
depends on the relevant
attacker properties (which we denote as
) and the relevant mitigations (which
we denote as
).
We first consider the case when there is no mitigation in place at all. Let us denote
the success probability to exploit a particular vulnerability
under this assumption
as
, which only depends on an attacker’s properties, such as its physical access
privilege, IT skill, and domain knowledge. The exploitation of different vulnerability
can depend on different attack properties. For example, the exploitation of the
vulnerability “Physical access may be obtained by unauthorized individuals to DER
settings through the system UI”, depends on the attacker property of “physical
access privilege”, but not on other properties like “IT skill”. In comparison, the
exploitation of the vulnerability “Commands or other messages may be inserted on
the network between the user interface and the DER system, that result in
unauthenticated changes to sensitive parameters”, can depend on two attacker
properties, “IT skill” and “domain knowledge”, but may not depend on the “physical
access”. To simplify the way the user can quantitatively specify such dependency, we
restrict each attacker property to take value from a small number of discrete levels,
e.g., for “physical access”, it has just two levels, “Yes” or “No”; for “IT skill” and
“domain knowledge”, they both have three levels, “High”, “Medium”, and “Low”. We
will then require the users to define
, the success probability to exploit
vulnerability
when there is no mitigations, based on all combinations of these
relevant attacker properties. Table 3-1 and Table 3-2
give two example set of
inputs a user need to provide. Specifically, Table 3-1 shows the user input for a
vulnerability that depends on a single property, and Table 3-2 shows the user input
for a vulnerability that depends on two properties.

Physical access privilege
yes

1

no

0

Table 3-1 :
that is either true or false

, which depends on a single attacker property

IT Skill

Domain Knowledge
High

Domain Knowledge
Medium

Domain Knowledge
Low

High

0.81

0.72

0.63

Medium

0.45

0.4

0.35

Low

0.09

0.08

0.07

Table 3-2 :

, which depends on two attacker properties

IT Skill

Domain Knowledge

High

0.9

0.9

Medium

0.5

0.8

Low

0.1

0.7

Table 3-3:

and

for generating

To reduce the number of user inputs required in the second case where there are multiple
relevant attacker properties, we further assume these attacker properties affect the success
probability in an independent manner, and we define
for each relevant attacker property
, such that
. With this assumption, we can replace the definition in
the Table 3-2 by Table 3-3. Comparing Table 3-2 with Table 3-3, the number of required
user inputs is reduced from 3 × 3 = 9 to 3 + 3 = 6. This savings can be significant when the
number of relevant attacker properties is large.

●

In computing the overall score for the attack success comprising of numerous steps
we take into account the effectiveness of the mitigations at each attack step. Recall
that each vulnerability
has a set of relevant mitigations
. We assume each
mitigation takes effect in an independent way. We assume that user can provide
good estimation of the effectiveness of each mitigation, as measured by the the scale
that the mitigation can reduce the probability of successful vulnerability exploitation.
Hence, for each mitigation
, we will ask the user to define its
probability-reduction scale,
(the lower the value of , the more effective
the mitigation in reducing the security risk of vulnerability ). This mitigation will be
defined as a property in the corresponding device. With a given set of mitigation
inputs, the probability for the vulnerability to be exploited becomes

Thus the
equation :

.
(probability of an attack step succeeding) is given by the

To calculate the success probability of a single attack step, we will need to solicit the
following inputs from the user:
● The set of relevant vulnerabilities
, which may consist of one or multiple
vulnerabilities.
● For each vulnerability
, the set of relevant attacker properties
.
● For each attacker property
, its range of possible values, and for each
value, the corresponding .
● For each vulnerability
, the set of relevant mitigations
.
● For each mitigation
, its probability-reduction value . The pseudo code in
Procedure 3-1 summarizes the main evaluation logic we implemented for example
extension templates

Procedure 3-1: AttackStepSuccessProb Function
●

Calculating the success probability of the whole mal-activity diagram. The
success probability of individual attack steps are then combined over our security
argument graph according to the logical OR / AND relationship among them. We use
LibDAI to deal with shared variables. We further introduce here the parameters to
characterize the malicious intent of the attacker, and gives three probabilities for an
attacker to launch attacks that related to C / I / A respectively. With this, for a given
mal-activity diagram,
calculated from the mal-activity diagram should
be further multiplied by
. This is intended to
capture the case where an attacker may be able to launch the attack, but she doesn’t
have the intention to do so.

3.4 Argument Graph Generation & Evaluation
In order to run an evaluation for the specified input models you may select “Run
Assessment” from menu bar and click ``Generate Argument Graph`` or select click the
generate button as highlighted below.



Figure 3-16 : Initiate an assessment by generating the Security Argument Graph.

User can evaluate a system file against a given workflow and a attacker profile files. For
each possible workflow steps there will be at least one extension templates, which expand
the graph before evaluating the attack probability score.

Figure 3-17 : Select the models and rule files to initiate an assessment

As explained above, CyberSAGE is able to relate the workflow and system models via the
mapping of the actors that operate on specific workflow steps to the corresponding devices
in the system model. An incorrect mapping will result in inaccurate results being generated.
The workflow actors are specified via names on the top of rectangular swim lines within
which the workflow step is contained. For example in our sample project we have two actors
namely DER-HMI, DER-Device. Select the correct mapping between the workflow steps and
the device actors in the popup dialog.

Figure 3-18 : Workflow Actor - Device Mapping default initialization

If you are evaluating the workflow for the first time the mapping table be shown as above
and you will be expected to select the correct device to actor mappings via the dropdown
comboboxes and save the mapping via “>” (Move Right) button. To delete the mapping,
select the table row and press “<” (Move Left) button.

Figure 3-19 : Workflow Actor - Device Mapping

Each mapping record will generate one expanded sub graph from threat initial attack to the
final goal. all the expanded graphs will be inter-joined using a Overall Goal node with the OR
or AND condition. User can predefined this “Sub Goals to Overall Goal Condition” by the
provided drop down at the bottom of the mapping window as shown in the above
screenshot.

CyberSAGE is able to remember the mappings for the specified workflow - system model
and hence subsequently the next time an evaluation is attempted the mappings will be
reloaded. Click on ``Generate`` button to initiate the evaluation process.

3.5 Output Models
Successfully generated argument graph file can be generated by the system. User can
define the file name using the file name setup dialog box. The evaluation process may take a
few seconds (a rough estimate would be 10-15 seconds). The resultant argument graph will
also be loaded into the canvas area of CyberSAGE. If no graph is seen then you may need
to see the log files for any diagnostic messages at $USER_HOME/CSProject/log or
$USER_HOME/log.

Figure 3-20 : Assessment result showing the argument graph on the canvas and evaluation statistics on the
property sheet editor

CyberSAGE shows useful statistical information about every workflow, system and
adversary node in the generated argument graph. Clicking on any of the node of the graph
will update the property sheet with these per node statistics.

Figure 3-21 : Per node statistics showing workflow node and overall assessment information

3.6 Refresh Argument Graphs

Figure 3-22 : “Refresh Argument Graph” button and the “Refresh All Argument Graph” button.

Generated argument graphs will be shown under the “5. Argument Graph” folder in the
project tree panel. After generating the argument graphs, user can further modify the
workflow file or system file or attacker profile file. Latter, user can select and regenerate any
argument graphs by clicking on the refresh buttons. All the argument graph files can be
re-evaluated again as a batch using the “Refresh All Argument Graph” (Highlighted Right
Button above). To re-evaluate one file at a time, manually select the file in the project tree
and press the “Refresh Argument Graph” ( Highlighted Left Button above) button, as
highlighted above.

3.7 Scenario Dependence
CyberSAGE supports checking scenario dependence, for user finding the critical steps and
devices to understand whole system better.

3.7.1 Lookup File Dependencies
For looking up dependence of one scenario, right click the security argument graph file at left
side of window and choose “Dependence” option. Move the mouse over the checked file, a
tooltip will show filename. Then click the file you want to check, the central canvas will jump
to that file, shown as Figure 3-17.

Figure 3-23 : Lookup File Dependencies.

3.7.2 System Node Dependence
For checking which system device relates to a security argument graph device node, click
middle button on the device node( blue node), central canvas will jump to dependent system
file, and set mouse focus on related device.

3.7.3 Step Node Dependence
For checking which system device relates to a security argument graph workflow node, click
middle button on the security argument graph workflow node( yellow node), central canvas
will jump to dependent system file, and set mouse focus on related device. The involved
properties will be highlighted with red background as shown in Figure 3-18.

Figure 3-24 : Check Related System Device and Properties

3.7.4 Graph Node Grouping
Sometimes, the generated argument graph can be very complex and difficult to analyze and
identify the critical nodes. Therefore, to reduce the complexity of the graph node grouping
facility is added to the CyberSAGE version 1.1. You can hold the Control Key of the
keyboard and drag the mouse on the argument graph window to draw a graph node
grouping box as shown below.

Figure 3-25 : Check Related System Device and Properties

Double click on the group header to define a name for the node group. then use the minus
button

to collapse the box and adjust the header size to show as above. If needed use

the plus button
to expand the group to see original node dependencies. To delete the
grouping, follow bellow three steps. First Expand the grouping and then Press and hold the
Ctrl button and click on the group box once to select group box. When the group box is
selected press the delete button.

3.7.5 Argument Graph threshold analysis
CyberSAGE v1.0 doesn’t contain any GSA graph analytics tools in the UI. However, it is
useful to have a facility to identify the critical path and the critical node of the GSA graph.
Therefore, a facility has been added to analyse the argument graph based on a threshold
probability values.
There are two types of probability values calculated for each node.
I.
Specific Probability (SP): Calculated probability value in each workflow step
II.
Dependent Probability (P) : Probability of each workflow steps based on the
dependency of all the previous workflow steps.
These probability values are displayed in the property panel of the workflow nodes in the
argument graphs as below.

Figure 3-26 :P and SP values of a workflow node in a argument graph

Figure 3-27 : Workflow nodes getting transparent based on the threshold value

At the bottom of this property panel the threshold controller is added as above. You can use
the slider to move left or right to change the threshold probability percentage and the P and
SP radio buttons are provided to select the threshold value type. When the threshold value
changes, system will make the less critical nodes transparent, highlighting the critical nodes.

Chapter 4 : Advanced Use of CyberSAGE
The dexterity of CyberSAGE lies in its flexibility to be re-configurable in the hands of a more
advanced tool user. Hence this section is catered to a more advanced user of the tool who
may wish to expand upon the default capabilities of the tool. Sections 4.1, 4.2 & 4.3 show
how the workflow, system & adversary models can be customized. Section 4.4 show how
the default rule engine can be customized to change the combinatorial logic of generating
and scoring argument graphs.

4.1 Workflow Customization
CyberSAGE will be delivered with a default set of workflow diagram files. Those files are
generated by the CyberSAGE team after carefully analysing the NESCOR (The National
Electric Sector Cybersecurity Organization Resource) standards and their cyber security
assessment documents. (http://smartgrid.epri.com/NESCOR.aspx)

Figure 4-1 : Annotated Workflow Diagram Components

In the process of modeling the attack steps as a workflow diagrams in CyberSAGE,
considerable attention should be given for the standard format of the workflow name string
and other components as listed below. In other words, almost all the instructions given below
should be satisfied for the smooth and error free generation/evaluation of argument graph.
01. All the workflow diagram should contain “Threat Agent” Sibling and rest of the other
Siblings must be defined as device actors which act as any type of system devices in
the workflow.
02. Workflow string must not be empty. (Workflow string is the text written in any
workflow step process box)
03. There should not be any unnecessary empty spaces in between. i.e. More than 1
empty spaces in the workflow string would fail the evaluation process.
04. Maximum number of characters in the workflow string is 80.
05. Special Characters are not allowed except ‘:’, which is used as the string separator.
06. Workflow String Format is <Workflow Name> : <Text Description>.
07. Workflow Name will be validated and used in the argument graph rules. Please refer
to 4.4 Rule File Customization section for more details.
08. Text Description of the workflow steps in the “Threat Agent” Sibling should contain
at least one depending actor name, mension within its description as a shown in the
above screenshot.

09. Make sure there are no error indicators appearing behind the workflow boxes to
avoid evaluation failures. In most cases error indicators are displayed by the system
to indicate issues in the relevant Workflow String. Actual errors will be provided as a
tool tips along with the error indicator icons. Therefore pay attention to the tooltips
and above instructions to resolve the errors.
10. User can define the most relevant intention of the attacker in the mal category
section of the property panel as shown below.
11. Make sure to define the most relevant attackers intentions for each new workflows.
Intention is a workflow property under the Mal Category section. ( There are three
types of intentions. i.e. Integrity, Availability and Confidentiality)

Figure 4-2 : Mal category section of the workflow diagram with intention property.

4.2 System Topology Customization
System Topology can be customized by dragging and dropping system device icons and
interconnecting them with graph edges. In addition to that new device types can be
configured with new set of properties as explained in the below sections.

4.2.1 Create New System Device Types

Figure 4-3 : “Add New Component”, a Right Click menu in the system palette panel

To create a new device type and add that into the “System Palette”, user can right click on
the panel ( Not on icons) and select the “Add New Component” menu item as shown in the
above screenshot. Then, a dialog box will be provided to define an image icon with a
component name for the given device type.

Figure 4-4 : Add New Component Dialog Box

4.2.2 Import Customize System Icon
CyberSAGE supports user to import customized image to icon library. The imported image
can be used as system device icon.
Go to System file palette( right side of the window), right click blank space, select “Import
Icon” option.

Figure 4-5 : Import Customized Icon

Choose a png file and click “Import” button. Then you will find a new image in icon library.

Figure 4-6 : Import Target File

4.2.3 Add or Delete Device Types and Properties
To Delete a Device type, right click on the device type icon and select delete menu item.
Change icon menu item can be used to change the image icon to a new one. To add or
delete device properties, select the “Edit Property” menu item as shown below.

Figure 4-7 : Right Click menu in the device icons of the system palette

A popup dialog box will be provided to add or delete the properties as shown below. Please
note that the “X” icon in front of each property can be used to delete a property. “Add
Properties” and “Add Category” buttons can be used to add properties and categories.
Please note that before removing a category, all the properties under that category should
be removed.

Figure 4-8 : Edit Properties Dialog Box

As show below Add New Category dialog box can be used to create new category names..

Figure 4-9 : New Category Name Setup Dialog box

Figure 4-10 : New Property Dialog Box

The “Add New Property” dialog box, shown above, will be provided to add a property name
into a category. For the system validation purpose, user must select a data type with its
limitation criteria for each property type. There are three data types with three different
limitation criterias as explain in the below table.

Data Type

Limitation Criteria

System Limitations

String

Maximum String Length

Maximum Length should be less than 100
characters.

Numerical

Minimum Value
Maximum Value

Minimum Value < Maximum Value

ComboBox

Number of Items < 100
Table 4-1 : Property Data Types and Limitation Criterias

4.3 Attacker Profile Customization
As same as the system topology customization explained in the last section, Properties of
the Attacker’s Profile Can be customized by the “Edit Properties” menu item as shown in the
below screenshot.

Figure 4-11 : Property edit menu item in the attacker profile

4.4 Rule File Customization
Rule file is the main unit in the CyberSAGE expansion and evaluation engine. Rule files
organize Workflow inputs, System inputs and Attacker Profile inputs together and define the
dependencies. Those dependencies will be used when evaluates final Argument Graph
results. CyberSAGE will be delivered with a working rule file which contains rule templates. It
is highly recommended to go through all the below subsections and get familiar with the rule
structure before making any changes to the rule file.

4.4.1 Add A New Rule
User can add a new rule by right clicking blank in the rule file and choose “Add Rule” item in
the popup menu(as show in follow figure).

Figure 4-12 : Add a rule to rule file

Figure 4-13 : Type new rule name into prompt

Then user should type new rule name following prompts and click “OK” button. After that a
new rule can be seen at the last line of rule file.

4.4.2 Add A Vulnerability
Since a vulnerability should be placed under a rule, before adding a vulnerability, user
should select target rule to put new vulnerability in. Then right click target rule and choose
“Add Vulnerability” menu item to execute it. User should input new vulnerability name
according to system prompt. Follow figure shows how to add a vulnerability under “Physical
Access” rule.

Figure 4-14 : Add a vulnerability under “Physical Access” rule

4.4.3 Add A Mitigation
A mitigation must be placed under a vulnerability. Hence, for adding a new mitigation, user
should select target vulnerability and right click it to choose “Add Mitigation” item. Then
system will prompt user to input name of new mitigation. Follow picture describes an
example that add mitigation under vulnerability
“RuleConstats.VULNERABILITY_EASY_TOOBTAIN_SYSTEM_CREDENTIALS”.

Figure 4-15 : Add mitigation under a specific vulnerability

4.4.4 Add An Attacker Skills
A attacker must be placed under a vulnerability. Hence, user should select a vulnerability
and right click to choose “Add Attacker” menu item. Then there will be a drop-down menu.
All the items in drop-down menu are from existing attacker properties from Attacker Profile
model. Select an attacker skill and click “OK” button to complete it.

Figure 4-16 : Add attacker under a specific vulnerability

4.4.5 Delete A Rule/Vulnerability/Mitigation/Attacker
For deleting a existing rule/vulnerability/mitigation/Attacker, just choose target item and right
click. In the popup menu, choose “delete” selection to execute it. Follow figure shows how to
delete “Physical Access” rule.

Figure 4-17 : Delete a rule

4.4.6 Missing Mitigations / Attacker Properties
Attacker properties and mitigations can be added to the rule file, even if they are not
specified in any device. As a result there can be missing mitigations that will be processed in

the graph rule execution. These missing mitigations and attacker properties are validated
during the rule execution and list them down in the “Warning” dock panel as below.

Figure 4-18 : Missing mitigations / attacker properties listed in the Warnings panel

There are four columns. “Warning Message” column displays the short description of the
warning. “Entity Type” and “Entity Name” columns contains the cause of the warning
message. For example if it is a missing mitigation, it will indicate that the warning is caused
due to a device “Entity Type” and with its given name in the “Entity Name” Column. Then,
the action needed to be taken to resolve the warning will be shown in the “Action Required”
column.

4.4.7 Rule Customization Tips
Almost all the rules are allowed to customize according to the user needs. However, before
doing any customizations, there are some integration logics that needs to be understood and
considered to avoid any technical issues and module inconsistencies.
01. Rule Name and the workflow name should be meaningfully similar. System will
identify the Workflow name based on the attack step description in the workflow
diagram. The Workflow String Format is
<Workflow Name> : <Text Description>
(NOTE : Please pay considerable attention to the string separator, “:” , that is used to separate the
Workflow Name and the Other Text Description.)

For Example, In the above sample extension template the rule name is “01. Physical
Access Template”, whereas the filtered workflow name is “Physical Access” and the
Physical Access is defined as an attack step in the workflow.
02. RuleConstant class will be bundled with the binary deliverables in the CyberSAGE
Installation files. Therefore user will not be able to edit this class. Any, New
vulnerabilities, new mitigation properties or new Attacker skills should be specified in
the Extension templates as Strings in quotes. For example above Extension
Template can be written without using the RuleConstant class as below.

Figure 4-19 : First rule in the Rule File without the RuleConstant Class

03. Mitigation String Names in the rule file should be matched with the mitigation names
in the device property panel. For example “Restrict-Physical-Access” is defined as a
mitigation for the First vulnerability in the above template. Therefore,
“Restrict-Physical-Access” should be defined as a device property in the topology file
as shown in the below screenshot. However, If the the rule engine couldn't find a
matching mitigation name in the property list of the selected device, it will be
considered as a missing mitigation and system will skip it.

Figure 4-20 : “Restrict-Physical-Access” Mitigation in the Device Properties

04. As same as above Attacker Access Types and the Skill names should be matched
with the Access Types and the Skill Names in the Attacker Profile Property Panel.
For example according to the above Template “Physical Access” should be defined
as a skill or access type in the attacker profile property panel as shown below.

Figure 4-21 : Physical Access as the Attacker Profile property
(NOTE : If you face to any issue in customizing the rule file or diagrams please contact ADSC for assistant.)

Chapter 5 : More information
5.1 Feedback and support
HOME PAGE : Fore details on CyberSAGE project and support documents please access
our home page at https://www.illinois.adsc.com.sg/cybersage/index.html.
CONTACT US : Please contact us at cybersage@adsc.com.sg if you have any feedback or
need support to use the tool.

5.2 Uninstalling CyberSAGE
5.2.1 Uninstall in WINDOWS:
If you have installed CyberSAGE using the Windows Installer, please follow the below
instructions to uninstall CyberSAGE in Microsoft Windows environment to remove
installation files and registry entries.
01. Execute programs >> CyberSage >> Uninstall
02. Select yes in the confirmation dialogue box
03. Installer will remove all the files in the system directory.
NOTE: project files in the $USER_HOME/CSProject will not be removed automatically by
the uninstaller, so that you can install another version and continue working on the same
project files.

5.2.2 Uninstall in LINUX & MAC:
Please follow the below instructions to uninstall CyberSAGE if you have the platform
independent version.
01. Delete all the System Files in the extracted or copied location manually.
02. Delete all the Project Files in the User Folder ($USER_HOME) manually

Appendix I: Local Server Installation Under Linux Environment
1. Download and extract related setting files at:
https://www.illinois.adsc.com.sg/cybersage_files/LocalServerSetting.zip
2. Install libDAI library under link：https://github.com/afbarnard/libdai/tree/pythonswig
3. Install apache2 server under link: https://help.ubuntu.com/lts/serverguide/httpd.html
4. Go to “/etc/apache2”, replace “apache2.conf” file with the provided “apache2.conf”
5. Go to “/etc/apache2/sites-available”, open “000-default.conf” file, change
“DocumentRoot /var/www/html” to “DocumentRoot /var/www”

Figure Appendix I-1 : Edit ooo-default.conf File

6. Go to “/etc/apach2”, create a new folder named” cybersage”, at cybersage folder
paste “passwd” file here.

Figure Appendix I-2 : Copy passwd File

7. Go to ”/var/www”, create cybersage_files folder, paste “daifgp.py” and “graphviz.py”
files here.

Figure Appendix I-3 : Copy Configuration Files

8.

Go to libDAI root directory; create a new folder named “daifgp”. For example if I put
libDAI at Downloads directory, then in the same directory, create daifgp folder as
follow:

Figure Appendix I-4 : Create Folder

a. Paste “main.cpp” and “Makefile” files into daifgp folder. And make it in
terminal, after that there will be “daifgp” as show in follow: (please note that
there may be compile errors if the libDAI folder name is end with version
number such as libDAI-0.3.2, please delete postfix)

Figure Appendix I-5 : Edit ooo-default.conf File

9. Paste “daifgp” to “/usr/bin”

Figure Appendix I-6 : Paste daifgp file

10. Start server with command: “sudo /etc/init.d/apache2 start”; Use “service apache2
status” command to confirm it is running well.
11. Use “ifconfig” command to find server’s IP address. Go to CyberSAGE software
select “Settings” -> “Project Settings”. Input IP address in “CyberSAGE Server URL”
text field and click “OK” button.

Figure Appendix I-7 : Set Server Address

Appendix II: Quantitative evaluation in CyberSAGE
In this appendix, we briefly describe the use of quantitative inputs in CyberSAGE and the
interpretation of its numerical metric outputs.
In the example scenarios we provided, the assessed result generated by CyberSAGE is
interpreted as the Failure Probability Next Year (FPNY), which is the estimated probability
for a particular failure scenario to happen any time over the next 1 year period.
From the risk management point of view, a possible way to interpret these probability values
could be:
●
●
●

A FPNY less than 0.1 may be considered acceptable risk for a scenario with low
impact
A FPNY less than 0.01 may be considered acceptable for scenario with medium
impact
A FPNY less than 0.001 may be considered acceptable for scenario with high impact

Another way to decide whether a FPNY should be considered low enough is to evaluate
whether the additional overhead required to lower it (e.g., through implementation of
additional security controls) can justify the overhead.
The FPNY is calculated based on the attack steps that need to be carried out by an attacker.
Hence, each attack step presents a chance for the defender to reduce the FPNY that the
attack succeeds.
Each attack step will be enabled by one or a set of vulnerabilities (by default, we consider an
OR relationship for all the vulnerabilities, i.e., any of the vulnerability in the associated set
with the attack step can enable it). The ease of exploiting a vulnerability (without additional
countermeasures) is quantified by its Difficulty Level (DL). DL takes its value between 0 to 1.
The smaller the value, the more difficult the task. For example, one can map a qualitative
assessment of DL to the following numerical values:
●
●
●
●

1: very easy
0.5: easy
0.1: difficult
0.01: very difficult

Note that, the difficulty level to exploit a particular vulnerability can depend on the attacker’s
profile. For example, to retrieve a password maybe easy for professional hacker or insider,
and difficult for a normal user. Hence, we define the DF for each vulnerability with regard to
properties of an attacker. If a vulnerability depends on multiple properties, the overall
difficulty level will be the product of the individual assigned difficulty level. E.g., if an attack
step depends on 1) physical access and 2) break password. The physical access can be
very easy (1) for insider employee, difficult (0.1) for sub-contractor, and very difficult (0.01)

for terrorist; and the password breaking can be difficult (0.1) for insider; very difficult (0.01)
for sub-contractor, and easy (0.5) for terrorist. The overall DL of this vulnerability will be 1 x
0.1=0.1 for insider, 0.1 x 0.01=0.001 for sub-contractor, and 0.01 x 0.5=0.005 for terrorist.
The Effectiveness Level (EL) of a mitigation is defined as the probability that it can reduce
the chance that a vulnerability can be exploited. It is a value between 0 to 1. A rough
guideline one can follow is:
●
●
●
●

0: not implemented
0.5: implemented with basic setup
0.9: implemented following best-practice
0.99: implemented with careful periodic review

More information about the setting of the metrics, and the way CyberSAGE combine the
inputs to compute the output metrics can be found in the technical report of [5].

Appendix III: Installation Guide
The steps to install CyberSAGE for new user:
1. Download CyberSAGE installer.
2. Double click installer to install it.
3. Find CyberSAGE.exe file in start menu and double click to run it.
4. When the first time to run it, a dialog appears as follow:

Figure Appendix III-1 : Prompt to Paste License.

5. Copy and paste "license-client.lic" and "public.key" to
C:\Users\USER_NAME\CSProject\log.
6. After pasting these two files, click "Yes" button to continue starting CyberSAGE
Installation steps for the users who have installed old version:
1. Double click installer and choose remove old version.
2. Go to C:\Users\USER_NAME\, remove “CSProject” folder.
3. Follow regular steps to install new version CyberSAGE.
Installation steps for the users who want to keep project from old version
1. Go to Start Menu to get CyberSAGE folder and click uninstaller to remove old version
2. Double click CyberSAGE-1.1.0.0.msi to set up new version.
3. Copy license-client.lic and public.key files. Paste them to
C:\Users\USER_NAME\CSProject\log\
4. Go to C:\Program Files (x86)\CyberSAGE\CSProject\MetroSystem\4. Rules Engine,
copy and paste logic.drl file to
C:\Users\USER_NAME\CSProject\OLD_VERSION_PROJECT\4. Rules Engine\
5. Go to C:\Program Files (x86)\CyberSAGE\CSProject\MetroSystem\6. Meta
Resources, copy and paste GSAProperty.xml to C:\Users\USER_NAME\CSProject\
\OLD_VERSION_PROJECT\4. Rules Engine\
Please note that all existing security argument graphs will not work with new
features. Please recalculate and get new security argument graphs
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